Studies have suggested that the nervous system may adopt a control scheme in which synergistic muscle groups are controlled by common excitation patters, or modules, to simplify the coordination of movement tasks such as walking. A recent computer modeling and simulation study of human walking using experimentally derived modules as the control inputs provided evidence that individual modules are associated with specific biomechanical subtasks, such as generating body support and forward propulsion. The present study tests whether the modules identified during normal walking could produce simulations of walking when the mechanical demands were substantially altered. Walking simulations were generated that emulated human subjects who had their body weight and/or body mass increased and decreased by 25%. By scaling the magnitude of five module patterns, the simulations could emulate the subjects' response to each condition by simply scaling the mechanical output from modules associated with specific biomechanical subtasks. Specifically, the modules associated with providing body support increased (decreased) their contribution to the vertical ground reaction force when body weight was increased (decreased) and the module associated with providing forward propulsion increased its contribution to the positive anterior-posterior ground reaction force and positive trunk power when the body mass was increased. The modules that contribute to controlling leg swing were unaffected by the perturbations. These results support the idea that the nervous system may use a modular control strategy and that flexible modulation of module recruitment intensity may be sufficient to meet large changes in mechanical demand.
Introduction
Walking is an exceedingly complex control problem which requires the coordination of a musculoskeletal system with highly non-linear properties. The body has more muscles than kinematic degrees of freedom and some muscles span multiple joints. Further, as a result of dynamic coupling, it is possible for muscles to accelerate joints and segments that they do not span (e.g., Zajac et al., 2003) . However, a number of recent studies using factor analyses of surface electromyography (EMG) suggest that the nervous system may adopt a relatively simple control strategy (e.g., Cappellini et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2009; Ivanenko et al., 2005) . Indeed, both the disparate patterns of activation observed across muscles and the variability of activation across steps can be accounted for by combining and scaling a small set of basic activation patterns. These patterns, or modules, have been identified using a number of factorization techniques and have shown consistency over a wide range of walking speeds (e.g., Cappellini et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2009; Ivanenko et al., 2004) , during tasks such stepping and kicking (Ivanenko et al., 2005) and when walking with body weight support (Ivanenko et al., 2004) .
A number of studies have provided evidence that individual modules may be associated with specific biomechanical output (e.g., Davis and Vaughan, 1993; Ting and Macpherson, 2005) , although identifying the biomechanical function associated with each module is difficult to test or measure directly. Recently, we used experimentally derived modules in a forward dynamics simulation of walking to identify the biomechanical functions associated with each module . Four primary modules were identified from EMG activity from healthy adults ) and the activation pattern for each module was used as the control input for the muscles belonging to that module. Analyzing muscle contributions to the ground reaction forces (GRF) and body segment mechanical energetics, each module was found to be associated with specific biomechanical functions. Module 1 (hip and knee extensors) provided body support in early stance while module 2 (ankle plantar flexors) contributed to body support and forward propulsion in late stance. Module 3 (tibialis anterior and rectus femoris) acted to decelerate the leg during early and late swing and generated power to the trunk throughout the swing phase. Module 4 (hamstrings) also acted to decelerate the leg in late swing and generated energy to the leg in early stance. The analysis also revealed a fifth module (iliospoas) to be present and active in accelerating the leg forward during swing. However, because these modules were defined during steady-state walking conditions, it is not clear whether they are sufficiently robust to perform different walking tasks when the mechanical demands are substantially altered.
In the present study, we generated simulations emulating human subjects who had their body weight and/or body mass increased and decreased by 25%. Perturbations of this magnitude have been shown to produce statistically significant changes in a number of variables including ground reaction forces, joint moments, EMG activity and metabolic cost (e.g., Grabowski et al., 2005; McGowan et al., 2008) , and therefore impose a quantifiable change in demand on the musculoskeletal system. Adding trunk loads increased both body weight and body mass, thus increasing the demand for body support and forward propulsion. Weight support decreased the demand for body support but did not alter the demand for forward propulsion because body mass was unchanged. The equal combination of added trunk loads and weight support increased the mass that had to be propelled forward without increasing the weight that had to be supported. We expected modules that have been shown to be associated with specific subtasks would increase or decrease their activation in response to changes in demand for those tasks. Specifically, we hypothesized that the module controlling body support would increase or decrease activation with changes in body weight, while the module controlling forward propulsion would be sensitive to manipulations of both body weight and body mass. Finally, because the mass of the limbs was not altered, we hypothesized that the module controlling leg swing would be similar to the nominal control simulation. Using these simulation analyses, we will be able to test the hypothesis that a reduced set of control inputs can robustly reproduce walking mechanics under different biomechanical conditions.
Methods

Experimental data
The human subject experimental apparatus, protocol, and data processing for body weight and body mass manipulations have been previously described in detail (McGowan et al., 2008) . The control condition and 25% manipulations from McGowan et al. (2008) were used in the current study. Data were collected from ten healthy subjects (5 male/5 female; height = 1.747 0.09 m; mass= 67.178.5 kg; age= 27.7 77.7 yrs) walking at 1.3 ms À 1 on a dual belt force measuring treadmill. All subjects provided informed consent prior to data collection. Subjects walked normally (control) and with added trunk loads (increased weight and mass), weight support (decreased weight only), and an equal combination of added trunk load and weight support (increased mass only) for a total of four conditions. Weight support was provided by a custom-built apparatus that supplied a nearly constant upward force via a long, low-stiffness spring (McGowan et al., 2008) . Sagittal plane kinematics and ground reaction forces were collected at 200 and 2000 Hz, respectively and standard inverse dynamics techniques were used to calculate joint moments and powers. Data from ten consecutive steps were averaged within subjects and then across subjects to obtain a group average for each condition.
Musculoskeletal model
To generate simulations of the experimental conditions above, a previously described musculoskeletal model and simulation framework were used (e.g., Neptune et al., 2004 Neptune et al., , 2009 . Briefly, the model was developed using SIMM (MusculoGraphics, Inc.) and was composed of rigid segments consisting of a trunk and two legs, with each leg having a thigh, shank, patella, rear-foot, mid-foot and toes. The model had 13 degrees of freedom including flexion/extension at the hip, knee, ankle, mid-foot and toes of each leg, and horizontal and vertical translation and pitch rotation at the trunk. Foot-ground contact was modeled using 30 viscoelastic elements with Coulomb friction (Neptune et al., 2000) distributed over the three foot segments. The dynamical equations-of-motion were generated using SD/FAST (PTC, Needham, MA).
The model was driven by 25 Hill-type musculotendon actuators combined into 13 functional groups based on anatomical classification (Fig. 1) . Five previously identified activation modules (for details see Neptune et al., 2009 ) describing time varying activation patterns relative to the gait cycle, were used as the excitation control inputs (Fig. 2) . Four of the modules were derived using a non-negative matrix factorization (NNMF) of experimental EMG data Neptune et al., 2009 ) to identify synergistic muscle groups. All muscles, except RF, were assigned to a single module based on the dominant weighting determined by the NNMF. RF, which had approximately equal weighting from two separate modules (Mod 1 and Mod 3), received a net excitation that was the sum of the inputs from both modules. Muscles for which no EMG data were available (GMAX, BFsh and IL) were also assigned to modules based on a post-hoc biomechanical analysis . As a result, muscles included in each module were defined as: Mod 1 (VAS, RF, GMAX and GMED), Mod 2 (SOL and GAS), Mod 3 (TA and RF), Mod 4 (HAM and BFsh) and Mod 5 (IL). Due to a lack of EMG data for IL, no module pattern was available. Thus, the IL excitation pattern was modeled using four continuous blocks, or nodes, and characterized by an onset, duration, and a magnitude for each node. For each condition, all muscles within each module received the same excitation pattern and timing as a function of the gait cycle. However, the magnitude within a module was allowed to vary between muscles. Between conditions, timing for each module was also allowed to vary slightly (710% of the gait cycle). Block pattern excitations were also used for the remaining small muscles controlling the foot (PR, FLXDG and EXTDG). Activationdeactivation dynamics were modeled with a first-order differential equation (Raasch et al., 1997) with activation and deactivation constants of 12 and 48 ms, respectively.
Mechanical demand manipulations
The nominal musculoskeletal model was altered to emulate the experimental conditions. For the added weight conditions, the mass and moment of inertia of the trunk segment were increased by 25% of the nominal control model. For the weight support conditions, a constant upward vertical force was applied to the trunk center-of-mass equal to 25% of the control model weight. Finally, for the increased mass only condition, mass and moment of inertia of the trunk segment Fig. 1 . The musculoskeletal model was made up of rigid segments representing a trunk (head, torso and arms) and two legs, each consisting of a thigh, shank, patella, rear-foot, mid-foot and toes. The model was driven by 25 Hill-type muscle actuators combined into 13 functional groups: IL (illiacus, psoas), GMAX (gluteus maximus, adductor magnus), GMED (anterior and posterior regions of the gluteus medius), VAS (3-component vastus), RF (rectus femoris), HAM (medial hamstrings, biceps femoris long head), BFsh (biceps femoris short head), GAS (medial and lateral gastrocnemius), SOL (soleus, tibialis posterior), TA (tibialis anterior, peroneus tertius), PR (peroneus longus, peroneus brevis), FLXDG (flexor digitorum longus, flexor hallucis longus) and EXTDG (extensor digitorum longus, extensor hallucis longus). For clarity, the small muscles controlling the foot (PR, FLXDG and EXTDG) are not labeled. Muscles for the left leg are not shown.
were increased as in the added load condition while simultaneously applying an equal constant upward force to the trunk center-of-mass.
Dynamic optimization
Walking simulations of a complete gait cycle were generated for each condition from left heel-strike to the following left heel-strike. A simulated annealing algorithm (Goffe et al., 1994 ) was used to fine-tune the muscle excitation patterns and initial joint velocities to minimize the difference between the simulated and experimental data for each condition. The variables tracked included the left and right hip, knee and ankle angles and joint torques, trunk translations (horizontal and vertical) and the horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces. The optimizations were continued until all tracking variables were within two standard deviations of the experimental data.
Assessing muscle function
To identify the biomechanical functions performed by each module, individual muscle contributions to the GRF and body segment mechanical energetics were determined. Briefly, muscle contributions to the GRFs were quantified by removing one muscle force from the simulation over a 30 ms time interval and computing the change in GRFs for each foot. The change in GRFs was assumed to correspond to the contribution of that muscle to the GRF. Muscle contributions to the body segment mechanical energetics were determined using a segment power analysis (Fregly and Zajac, 1996) , which quantifies each muscle's contribution to the mechanical power of each body segment. Since power is a scalar, power from multiple segments can be summed and analyzed (e.g., power from the leg segments versus the trunk). Each muscle's role in providing body support was assessed by its contribution to the vertical GRF while its role in providing forward propulsion was determined from its contribution to the positive horizontal GRF and positive horizontal trunk power. Contributions to leg swing were determined from the energy delivered to the leg by each muscle during pre and early swing. The contributions by each muscle within a module were then summed to determine each module's contribution to each walking subtask. Contributions by RF to Mod 1 and Mod 3 were scaled based on the relative excitation the muscle received from each module. Detailed descriptions of the GRF decomposition and segment power analyses are provided elsewhere (e.g., Neptune et al., 2004 Neptune et al., , 2008 .
Results
Module patterns and simulation tracking
Using the five previously identified modules as excitation inputs into the musculoskeletal model (Fig. 2) , excitation patterns were found that emulated well the experimental data for all No experimental data were available for IL, thus a block pattern was used to represent the fifth module (see text for details). The small muscles controlling the foot (PR, FLXDG, and EXTDG) also received individual block patterns and are not shown. For each condition, all muscles within a module received the same excitation timing and pattern, but the magnitude was allowed to vary. Both timing and magnitude were allowed to vary between conditions. The excitation patterns for each condition are plotted for each muscle over a full gait cycle.
conditions (Fig. 3) . Joint angles and normalized ground reaction forces were generally within 72 S.D. of the group averaged experimental data with an average error of 1.9 1 and 0.012 BW, respectively. The simulations also maintained the subject's average walking speed of 1.3 ms À 1 within 75% and accounted for minor differences in contact time and duty factor seen among all experimental conditions. The module patterns were allowed to vary between conditions in both timing and magnitude. Differences between conditions were predominantly due to changes in magnitude. However, Mod 3 also exhibited changes in timing during the added mass and weight support conditions (Fig. 2) .
Module contributions to walking subtasks
During all conditions, body support (vertical GRF) was predominantly provided by Mod 1 (VAS, GMAX, GMED and RF) during the first half of stance and Mod 2 (GAS and SOL) during the second half of stance (Fig. 4A) . Mod 2 was also the primary contributor to forward propulsion (positive A-P GRF, Fig. 4B ). The muscles controlled by Mod 3 (TA and RF) acted to generate energy to the leg during swing and to decelerate the leg in early and late swing (Fig. 5) . Mod 4 (HAM and BFsh) activity added energy to the leg in early stance and acted to decelerate the leg in late swing (Fig. 5) . Mod 5 (IL) activity added energy to the leg during preswing and swing phases and also transferred energy from the trunk to the leg during swing. The remaining muscles (PR, EXTDG and FLXDG) did not contribute significantly to the mechanical energetics of walking.
The changes in mechanical output associated with each module in response to the experimental perturbations supported our hypotheses. The modules providing body support, Mod 1 and Mod 2, increased their contribution to the vertical GRF during loaded conditions and decreased their contributions during the weight support condition (Fig. 6A) . Mod 2, which also provides forward propulsion, increased its contribution to the positive horizontal GRF (Figs. 4B, 6B ) and positive horizontal trunk power (Fig. 7 ) in response to increases in both body weight and mass (added load) and body mass alone. Consistent with our hypotheses, the modules associated with leg swing (Mods 3-5) were not substantially influenced by the experimental perturbations made to the trunk (Figs. 4, 5) .
Discussion
A number of studies have provided evidence that the modular control of synergistic muscle groups is associated with specific biomechanical subtasks within a movement. Animal studies have identified reduced sets of patterns that characterize the majority of the variation in muscle excitation during postural and locomotor tasks. In standing cats these patterns have been linked to force production in response to perturbations (Ting and Macpherson, 2005) ; whereas in kicking frogs, the excitation modules have been associated with controlling the direction of the kick (d 'Avella et al., 2003) . A recent computer modeling and simulation study of human walking provided strong evidence that individual modules control various walking biomechanical subtasks, such as providing body support or forward propulsion .
The experimental protocol in the present study independently altered the demands for specific walking subtasks to further examine the relationships between modules and biomechanical function. The simulation results supported our hypothesis that muscles controlled by modules associated with specific biomechanical tasks would alter their mechanical output in response to changes in demands for that task. Specifically, the modules that provide body support (Mod 1 and Mod 2) increased their contribution to vertical GRF when body weight was increased and decreased their contribution when weight support was applied (Figs. 4, 6) . Mod 2, which also provides forward propulsion, increased its contribution to positive A-P GRF (Fig. 6B ) and horizontal power acting on the trunk (Fig. 7) during both added weight and added mass conditions, but remained relatively unchanged during the weight support condition. Because the perturbations were made to the trunk segment and not the leg, we also hypothesized that the modules which predominately function to swing the leg would be largely unaffected by the experimental conditions. This hypothesis was also supported (Fig. 5) . These results agree well with our previous study that examined individual muscle responses to manipulations of body weight and body mass in simulations where muscles were excited with individual block patterns (McGowan et al., 2009) . In that study we showed that the primary muscles responsible for providing and modulating body support were VAS, GMAX and SOL, whereas the primary muscle providing and modulating forward propulsion was SOL. Interestingly, our previous results showed SOL had the largest contribution in response to both changes in body weight and body mass. This was also the case in the current study, where SOL had greatest changes in excitation magnitude (Fig. 2) and Mod 2 had large changes in response to added weight and added mass (Fig. 6) . The results of the current study provide further evidence that these modules can act as basic neural control elements that can be modulated independently to produce well-coordinated walking even when the mechanical demands are significantly altered.
In addition to specific modules responding to changes in the task demands, the relative weighting of muscles within a module were also consistent with experimental data. We previously showed that EMG activity in SOL increased in response to increases in both body weight and body mass and decreased with weight support; whereas GAS activity only increased (decreased) with increased (decreased) body weight (McGowan et al., 2008) . We further showed that these relative changes in EMG activity were consistent with each muscle's relative contributions to the walking subtasks of body weight support and forward propulsion (McGowan et al., 2009) . It is remarkable that in the present study, tracking the experimental kinematic and kinetic data with no consideration of the EMG data, produced modules with consistent changes in the relative weighting of individual muscles such as SOL and GAS (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, flexible weightings were required between conditions with substantial changes in mechanical demands in this study, while in our previous study we found that fixed weightings could account for EMG activity over a wide range of speeds , suggesting less substantial changes in mechanical demand with speed. Note that by allowing the relative level of muscle activations within a module to vary between conditions, we diverged from what has typically been done in other NNMF studies (e.g., Bizzi et al., 2008) . However, the factorization approach of some others also allow flexibility in weightings (e.g., Ivanenko et al., 2004 Ivanenko et al., , 2005 because they do not require consistency in composition or weighting of their modules between conditions in their analyses. This flexibility is also consistent with the concept of synergies proposed by Latash and colleagues (Latash et al., 2007) who have emphasized that synergies (similar to modules in concept) are task dependent with flexible interrelationships (e.g., muscle weightings) to achieve performance stability and flexibility while dealing with possible perturbations and/or secondary tasks. However, our simulation results suggest that the relative weighting of muscles within a module is not a rigid constraint that is constant over the manipulations of body weight and body mass, instead appearing to be fine-tuned for each condition when necessary. Although we allowed both the magnitude and timing to change between conditions, differences in module excitation between conditions were predominantly due to changes in magnitude, although Mod 3 exhibited changes in timing during added mass and weight support conditions (Fig. 2 ). An interesting question is whether the simulation could still emulate well the experimental data if only the magnitude of the module excitations were allowed to vary between conditions without any changes in module timing. We ran a post-hoc simulation of the condition that had the greatest timing shift (25% added mass) in which the timing was fully constrained to match that of the control simulation (i.e., the timing was not allowed to change). The results of this simulation produced slightly different GRFs and kinematic patterns, but they matched the experimental data nearly as well as the unconstrained simulation. Average tracking errors for GRFs and kinematics were 0.027 BW and 1.95 1 for the constrained simulation compared to 0.012 BW and 1.90 1 for the unconstrained simulation. Thus, despite the small increase in error for the GRFs, the tracking was still well within72 standard deviations of the experimental data. Therefore, it appears that modulation of the module excitation magnitude alone is sufficient to account for the changes in task demands imposed in this study.
In the present study, muscles were assigned a specific module excitation pattern based on previously identified weightings from non-negative matrix factorization (NNMF) of EMG activity during normal walking . The results of the NNMF showed that EMG patterns from each muscle consisted of contributions from each module, but the pattern was dominated by a single module (except RF). Therefore, the dominate module was selected to control that muscle during simulations of each condition. It is possible that EMG patterns could change between experimental conditions and thus the weightings for each muscle could also change or additional modules could be identified. However, based on previous analyses of EMG during different experimental conditions (McGowan et al., 2008) , it seems unlikely the perturbations used in this study would produce additional modules or that EMG patterns would change enough to alter the assignment of individual muscles to specific modules. Regardless, because we limited the simulations to be controlled by the same set of modules, this study provides a conservative test of whether a reduced set of control modules could reproduce walking when the mechanical demands are altered.
In conclusion, we found that a simple modular control scheme consisting of only five activation patterns was not only able to reproduce well-coordinated walking during normal conditions, but also when the mechanical demands on the system were substantially altered by manipulations of body weight and body mass. Our results support the idea that the nervous system may use a reduced control strategy of activation of a limited number of modules over a broad range of walking tasks and that flexible modulation of recruitment intensity in synergistic muscles within these modules may be sufficient to meet large changes in mechanical demand. Further, the response of individual modules to specific perturbations in this study provided additional compelling evidence for a link between control modules and specific biomechanical subtasks.
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